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For Kuba & Maya

Unmonumental
Monumentality
Kuba Bryzgalski appropriates the landscape of Easter Island as a metaphor for Western Civilization on the edge.
Bryzgalski proposes an irreverent look at object relations
through history. As observers, we are standing in front of
the ‘theatre’ of the world. From this ontological view of
human history, we witness an absence of Self, of humanity. To know oneself, writes Canadian philosopher
John Ralston Saul in his book The Unconscious Civilization is to have knowledge. He further quotes Cicero:
“He who does not know history is destined to remain a
child.” Bryzgalski choreographs an expansive view of
history with monolithic stone heads wearing corporate
logos of all- powerful players in the game of democracy.

Uneternal
Timelessness can be understood as eternity. From this
perspective one can easily imagine world civilizations

floating in their hermetic time capsules. Bryzgalski
shows historical objects scattered across his landscapes
in a non-museum like presence. In essence, what Bryzgalski is saying is that a belief in eternity does not necessarily assure survival of humanity. Timelessness
cannot simply be found through the pursuit of material,
hence time limited goals, just as high-speed technology
cannot assure one of a meaningful conversation.

Unmonumental
One would like to imagine an un-ideological, un-monumental way of being, integrated humanity. It is worthwhile to remember that language is in the unconscious
and, while at the service of ideology, it is based on desires of monumentality. History, the collective unconscious is like a silent space whose depth is slowly and
painfully penetrated by artists everywhere. In the body
of work titled Unmonumental, Kuba Bryzgalski shows the
world teetering on the edge of reason and at the service
of economy and democracy.
Wieslawa Pikula, Curator
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Wieslawa Pikula in conversation
with Kuba Bryzgalski
WP: In your highly narrative paintings, you have used the history of Easter Island and the monolithic stone heads as a metaphor for the postmodern Western
Civilization. Can you comment on this?
KB: It all began by looking at the documentary film about Easter Island. I
was fascinated by the ecological breakdown of life on the island and the
unbelievable fact of people destroying their own habitat. The stone heads
made me question the meaning of the word “civilization.”
WP: Of course, your use of the stone heads is very ironic.
KB: My secret ambition was to turn the stone heads into thinking human
heads and that is how my narrative took off. I find that story- telling belongs to all human cultures and to all genres of art.
WP: I think that today’s society is looking for different values. For example we
no longer trust symbols. If the 20th century valued independence, the 21st century is seeing the world relationally, interdependently. Do you agree?
KB: Marshall McLuhan once said that it is important to think globally and
act locally. However that takes a great deal more knowledge of other cultures and requires a higher level of education. Only then can interdependence be of value to society.
WP: In other words, one’s knowledge of self is too small to justly deal with the
world and that is perhaps why cultures throughout time have accepted symbols
as a shortcut for real knowledge?
KB: Thinking is a centered process and not an automatic response. Eternity
is a promise and an invitation.

WP: I find your paintings very theatrical in the Shakespearean sense. Can you
comment on this and on your use of the triptych format?
KB: I have always liked the socio-political dialogues of Shakespeare. They
are like introductions to various sciences such as history, sociology, psychology and ethics. I also like the paintings of the Dutch and Flemish masters which are full of references to all those things. The triptych is a very
suitable format for historical narratives. It creates more opportunity to deal
with space.
WP: I find silence in your painting space is very haunting. Corporate heads
simply stare in the face of ecological disasters. No apologies there. It’s as if the
world’s dying forests are easily replaceable. Just sell your land!
KB: It’s a scream, for God’s sake! We are fed political democracy by the
economic technocracy. For democracy is only an ideology and it doesn’t
benefit local communities worldwide as much as it should.
WP: Well, the age of rock and roll is over. Can you comment on popular culture, how did it affect your painting?
KB: Popular culture opened certain mental borders. At one time, I painted
pop icons. They personified to me the freedom that artists were seeking.
In time, though, these icons became the ideologues of their own wealth:
society programmers. But what fun! Mick Jagger with Keith Richards still
sings “I Can’t Get No Satisfaction”. People addicted to shopping and who
cannot imagine their life otherwise sing John Lennon’s “Imagine”. “Peace”
today has a vastly different meaning from that in the 60’s.
WP: I hope that one day, there will be an opera inspired by your paintings.
KB: Let’s twist again and shout out a call!

Wieslawa Pikula is a conceptual visual artist and an art educator.

KUBA J. BRYZGALSKI

Kuba Bryzgalski was born in 1952 in Bydgoszcz,
Poland. From 1980 to 1985 he studied painting at
the Fine Art Academy in Gdansk in the studio of
professor Kazimierz Ostrowski.

From 1990 Kuba Bryzgalski lives and paints in
Toronto and is well known for his figurative work.
While seriously painting for 20 years, and showing
within the community in Toronto, Kuba Bryzgalski
in his latest body of work “Unmonumental”
attempts to unravel some of the fundational myths
of the Western Culture.

In 2006, Canadian Polish Art Initiatives a non profit organization, was created by professional
artists in order to serve, showcase and honor artists
who deserve wider recognition. Kuba Bryzgalski is
one of the artists whose artwork touches the
community of artists worldwide.
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